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England: George Laub's Nauvoo Journal

george laubs nauvoo journal
edited by eugene england

despite his unusually informative and moving nauvoo journal george laub is not well known to latter day saints or even
to students of mormon history he was one of a number of faithful followers of joseph smith and brigham young who did not
achieve notoriety either through prominent position or through
dramatic apostasy but he was one of those ordinary saints whose
life was brushed by extraordinary events and forces and to whom
our generation is increasingly attracted as we seek fuller understanding both of our pioneer past and of our own possibilities
from such humble but engaging lives
we are fortunate indeed to have this slim journal preserved in
the LDS church archives it not only provides essentially all we
know of george laubs early life but also gives us a unique record
of such things as some of joseph smiths sermons his martyrdom
and the earliest account of the 1844 transfiguration of brigham
young when he was given the prophets mantle of authority
the journal represents one of those small miracles of nineteenth
century mormonism that we are still learning to appreciate more
fully partly because of their rarity in the twentieth that a person
without literary training engaged often in desperate struggles for
survival against men and nature should be moved by his faith to
make the effort to create a remarkably literate and enduring account of his great loyalties his joys his losses of the events and
ideas that shaped his life
george laub began his journal on 1 january 1845 a few years
after converting to mormonism in pennsylvania and gathering
with the saints to nauvoo illinois he includes a summary of his
life to that point sermons of church leaders in nauvoo and a review of the traumatic events of 1844 when joseph and hyrum
churche leadsmith were killed and brigham young became the churchs
er brother laub then continues with sporadic dated entries especially detailing the exodus from nauvoo in the spring of 1846
and ending with the entry for 6 june on that date laub appar
alpar
1

eugene england is associate professor of english at brigham young university
the journal 12 by 16 centimeters in size and ruled like an account book contains 113 numbered pages written entirely in ink it was bound probably later in utah in light tan leather
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ently began the first of what eventually became a three volume set
antly
of much thicker journals covering most of his life by transferring
the small nauvoo journal into it with some generally minor
changes 2 he then continued his record in the larger volume the
very next day having to report the death of his infant son apparently from the hardships of the expulsion and then describing
exactly where he buried the small body on his lot in nauvoo and
drawing a diagram in his journal for remembrance the black
represents the grave
dot in the south west corner
two parts of laubs nauvoo journal are perhaps of most value
to students of mormon history and doctrine first his account of
speeches by joseph smith brigham young and others including
what appears to be a version of the prophets famous king follett discourse of 7 april 1844 a sermon which explores startling
ideas about the nature of god and the universe and about mans
eternal identity and potential godhood second his recollection recorded in march 1846 and therefore the earliest specific reference
yet found that at the public confrontation with sidney rigdon
on 8 august 1844 after joseph smith was killed when president
young arose to address the congregation his voice was the voice
of bro joseph and his face appeared as josephs face but there
are many other riches including unique records of sermons by hyrum smith on the plurality of gods and the only known summary of a vigorous speech given by brigham young at the dedication of the seventies hall in december 1844 follow me and 1I
will lead you into the kingdom and if 1I do not then my soul for
yours
As we are here introduced to laubs early life and nauvoo experience it is useful to know something of the quality of his later

chief evidence that the smaller volume published here is the original for the 1845 46 periwriten
od is that in the first of the three volume set under the date june 6 1846 laub noted briten
the date above mentioned here ends the transfer of the first p 140 these three volumes each
10 by 15 centimeters and bound in red leather are still in the keeping of laubs descendants but
juanita brooks beginning in 1938 arranged to have a copy of all three volumes typed at brigham
young university typescripts
Type scripts have been made from that copy for the utah state historical library
and dixie college library and volume two 1858 70 was microfilmed by the huntington library
laubs account of his early life and some excerpts from 1852 to 1858 taken from the typescript of
the three volume set have been published in carrie E laub hunt memories of the past and family
history salt lake city utah printing company 1968 excerpts from his summaries of sermons
and from the years 1845 57 were reproduced in pioneer journals dugway utah ap
np 1869 the
section copied into the first of the three volume set varies from the original printed here most signific antly by including extra reports of speeches particularly ones by brigham young heber C
nificantly
kimball and amasa lyman all apparently in december 1844 and by omitting some of laubs report of the succession crisis of 1844 such as the unique report of brigham youngs transfiguration
he
the
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after joining the saints in winter quarters and there helping many others on their way he emigrated to utah in 1852 under brigham youngs direction he used his skill as a joiner or
life

3

master carpenter to help build mills including the famous
sugarhouse originally designed for processing sugar beets and
the salt lake theatre in 1863 he left behind at great financial
sacrifice the beautiful salt lake home he had built to respond to
president youngs call to help colonize st george where he
served as a foreman in building the tabernacle he later helped develop the united order and in his sixties accepted a carpentry
mission to work on the temple instead as he noted of building
houses for the lead miners at silver reef for the then unheard of
wage of 6 a day laubs account in volume two of his journal
of the big move in june 1858 the evacuation from northern
cormons were threatened by
utah to provo and south when the mormons
johnstons army gives unique details of the attitudes and actions of the saints at that time when they were willing to leave
their homes and crops again even to set them to the torch at
president youngs command and his detailed record of the conditions faithfully endured by the settlers of southern utah including
some occasions when they felt the northern brethren took the
necdcesity while we war oblidged to sell our
advantage of our needcesity
wagons and cattle as a sacrifice to obtain bread to sustain and uphold and upbuild these places in dixey south has provided valuable insights into mormon colonization 4
in editing laubs manuscript journal I1 have silently provided
minimal punctuation and capitalization for clarity and 1I have occasionally
nally added letters appropriate to modern standardized spelling
casio
ot ordination appp 6468
Memer
64 68 which 1I have
memerendom
endom of
in a section of his journal called A meme
omitted laub records that after being baptized on march 12 1842 1 I1 was confirmed by or under
the hands of samuel swanner and james downing and that of the prisbitary presbytery of the
laying on of hands was sealed on my head that I1 should turn meny from the errors of their ways
truith and speake words astonishing to myself and prophesy in the name
and convince them of the druith
of the lord he was ordained an elder in march 1843 and a seventy in the 12th quorum in june
corum of
1844 on april 10 1845 he records that he was ordained to the presidency of the 25th comm
Sev entys under the hands of brother levi hancock & bro miles to be as councilor
seventys
coun ciler to my brethren
and with them in rituousness 1I shall have wisdom & knowledg given me to councill in ri
tuousness & to goe to the nations of the earth & help to bare off this kingdom to the nations of
the earth & help to gather them to the place of ga thring & to overcome the week and
cories
torles of this world with rituousness and we seal all this priesthood upon your head in the
tories
translitories
transicories
transi
name of jesus christ even so amen
asee leonard
see
4see
J arrington great basin kingdom cambridge mass harvard university press
1968 pp
ap 465 77 and andrew karl larson I1 was called to dixie salt lake city deseret news
press 1961 p 190 laub appears in frank Ess
esshoms
homs pioneers and prominent men of utah salt lake
ary
aty
ciry utah pioneers book publishing company 1913 with a short biography on p 1000 and a
city
photograph on p 327
527
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in order to avoid confusion for instance where laub used the
for they and of for off he used an ampersand for and
and a double ampersand && to indicate etc and 1I have sometimes used the expanded forms other changes additions or expla nations 1I have included in brackets additions made by laub
planations
above his original lines 1I have simply included in the text his occasional
ional subject headings at the tops of pages as well as his obcas
viously inadvertent repetitions 1I have omitted to provide better
continuity 1I have removed the reports of sermons and placed
them in chronological order at the end because they were entered
in the journal later from notes and memory rather than when
given and therefore have no particular relationship to the daily accounts the few places 1I have omitted material such as some
strictly personal and genealogical information and some duplicated
accounts 1I have indicated with ellipses

GEORGE LAUBS JOURNAL
commenced january the ist 1845
nauvoo city january the ist now 1I george laub do goe to give an acchome it may concern 1I lived with my father
count of my life and jurnal to whome
till 1I was about eight years of age my fathers name was john laub a son of
john laub senior my fathers occupation was coopering and following this in

part for his living and earning his bread by the sweat of his brow as god
gave command to our first parrents
par
rents tilling the ground he having a family of
tarrents
seven children six of us sons & one daughter the names 1I will now assirt
assart
from the older to the younger the first is conrad john the second washington the third and 1I george the fourth isaac the fifth and elizabeth my only
sister the sixth then jacob my youngest brother
there was three older and three younger than myself it often seems to
me since 1I have embraced the gospel of jesus that I1 was born in the
dien of my fathers family to be a saviour to the family since 1I have
merll
merildien
merl
meri dlen
meridian
meridien
meril
come into the co vanant of the celestial law of god but 1I will proceed to my
baudy
former being about eight years of age my father was taken with the bludy
flux and died & we was left to be scattered among strangers & my mother re
byred
tyred from house keeping now I1 met with good fortune and fell into the
Weyd ler he having noe of
hands of a good man whose name was george beydler
weydler
tiie law and he being very weltlle
his own adopted me into his family by the jentlie
jentile
jen tile
thy he was a good father to me
my mother agreed with him that I1 should live with him till I1 was twenty
acording to the law of the state of pennsylvania my mother then
one years according
went and lived with her brother some time after she quit house keeping and
whoes name was peter garver and by him had
then was maried again to a man choes
two more children now I1 was about fourteen years of age my mother and
her two children was taken sick and the two children died and as 1I went to
queried the elder also died and my mother was then laying
see the youngest bueried
celess for she knew me not nor the deth of her children but died herself
Sen
senceless
sencelcss
fenceless
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and her and her elder was both laid in the same grave I1 was then about fourteen years of age
nuri shed by my old friend as a father would take care of his
nurished
but 1I was nourished
own child he gave me a limited education of two years but my mind was
fixed for more berning
lerning but my opertunity
opert unity was but slim so I1 had a companion
Sircumstancel
under like sircumstance
sircumstancel
circumstance
stance As we was close neighbours so we would meet on
the sabeth day and spent our time in reading history in order to gain information my companions name was john eaby and thus we proceeded till 1I was
about eighteen years of age then 1I made aplication
aprication to my old friend to retyre
retare
lern
from farming and lem
iem the carpenter trade this was granted to me 1I then
went to my employer to commence the carpenter and joiner trade to jacob
frankhouser so I1 fell into cruel hands so I1 made my time short with him
but about six months I1 then returned home again and stayed but a short
time till 1I chose a nother to finish my trade whoes
choes name was george bailey
he lived in chester county pennsylvania honey brook township a small villiage called waynesburg
Waynesburg for 1I was born in the same state in the adjoining
county called lancaster and township of earl 1I stayed with bailey three years
whoes name was william H
aquainted with a young man choes
there I1 became acquainted
given he worked in company with us we became favo
favourites
urites his parents
lived in the same vacinity
vacin ity they became fond of me 1I used to goe home
vicinity
with him & spend the sabbeth with him and his parents set great store by
me they being methodist by profession william he often spoke to me conrelegeon
egeon and persuaded me to seek for the same this was methodist
cerning rel
idist re
methidist
Meth
legdon
legeon 1I always felt as though 1I wished a know
knowledge
ledgel of god but how to atrelegeon
tane this 1I knew not william persuaded me to seek the rel
egeon he embraced
so I1 went to the molurners
ners bench to pray to have my sines forgiven 1I
mourners
molur
baught with earnest but all in vein to me I1 did this in three evenings in suc
saught
cesion
casion but found noe de leverence the third evening the priest told me to beleave I1 had it and then I1 would have it I1 told him I1 could not beleav
beleaf that I1
had a thing when 1I knew that it was not so I1 said if this is rel
relegeon
egeon there is
none for me so 1I arose off from my knees and stood on my feet by this they
all exclaimed
exclamed brother and took my name as one of the members this I1
thought a person should belong to some society so 1I remained with them
during that season
american
can antiquities 5 1I opend
then came along the book called priests ameri
olend to
the place and page where he speeks
specks of an angel coming to visit or rather of joseph smith finding the golden plates or the book of mormon being showed to
him by an angel but however I1 was struck with such a sensation of fe
elling
feeling
that it was the work of god the spirit run through my veins as a shock of
electric and I1 never rested till I1 saw the book and heard the first elder
Era
erastus
stuls snow preach then elder elisha H davis the seccond time I1 was
1

5josiah
josiah priests american antiquities
antiqmities albany NY hoffman and white 1830 was immensely
popular in the 1830s going through a number of editions of many thousands of copies it cata
bogues various kinds of evidence that america was anciently inhabited with partially civilized and
logues
agricultural nations surpassing in numbers its present population and that these inhabitants were in
Polyne sians
part immigrants that included asiatic nations very soon after the flood and also polynesians
phoenicians
israelites
ns
etc the passage that laub is apparently referring to on page 76 of
Phoenicia
Mormo nites who pretend to have discovered a book with
the fifth edition 1835 mentions the mormonites
golden leaves in which is the history of the american jews and their leader mormon who came
hither more than 2000 years ago
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fully convinced by the spirit that it was the work of god but the saints then
had ben preaching in my old neighbourhood
neighbourhood and this same john eaby had
embraced the gosple
gosele and spake to me before 1I ever herd any preach but 1I
thought 1I would doo where 1I was because 1I had my understanding darkened
hereing any preach or seeing the
this was conversation took place before my hercing
book as it comes to my mind while 1I am writing then 1I saw the antiquities
and he spake to me john eaby spake concerning the angel but 1I thought this
an tience ancients
artience
was great and glorious news as it was in the days of the antience
then after that I1 saw the book of antiquities and heard elders snow & davis
in the cambridge
Cam bridg school house now elder davis obtained a school house in
cambridg
bait
falt but yet 1I could not
fait
cambridge
bridg and 1I went to here him preach 1I found noe balt
Cam
cambridg
understain
fully understan
under
stan fully but 1I could remember the greater part of his sermon he
preached concerning the woman flying in the wilderness 6 shortly after that he
preached again of the needcesity of revelations at the presentimes
presen times and always
needs be with gods people when he accriolledges
accnolledges any as his people now cabernd of the devines was there to oppose br davis &
leb jones one of the lernd
when br davis closed he gave perdition
permition
permit ion to any if any fault or remarks
jones arose to do away revelation that they ware not needed as said he we
Sufi tient br davis replied
replyed to him and the hole
have the new testament is sufitient
laffea him to scorn because of his Ignorence
ignorance
ignorence
house laffed
1I then began to understand the principle and to advocate the cause then 1I
was called a mormon this rather insulted me for my companions told me
they would forsake me if 1I would follow them so 1I then herd brother snow
Ser ching the scriptures and
herching
& deem & james downing I1 then commenced serching
found the same as I1 herd from them I1 then prayed that I1 might have my under standing fully opened 1I prayed often and the lord heard me and answered
derstanding
strengthened
ened and my understanding opend
strenth
my petitions and my memery was strenthened
olend to
truith of the doctrin but 1I dare not leave my friends know of the mind
the druith
Latt erday saints but 1I oft times
apposed to the latterday
satterday
that was in me for they ware opposed
would goe to see them and ask of them for knowledg and would read the
scripture till nine and ten oclock at night & rise in the morining
morinini at three and
four 1I was then at my old home they then told me they thought 1I was getting to be crazy but 1I knew how crazy I1 was for 1I heard the gospel and 1I was
druith I1 then felt able to advocate as I1 thought fully for 1I
crazy after the truith
could withstand any of the sects
so I1 then forsook the friendship of the sects and my good name and went
forth and was baptized by james downing & rejoiced greatly 1I also was conRec eaved the holy ghost which caused
receaved
firmed by the laying on of hands & received
my heart to leap for joy this was on the 12 day of march 1842 but I1 did not
sed for 1I
baptized
bapti
tell my old parents untill they asked me then 1I told them I1 was baptised
knew it to be the truith
druith & 1I boar my testimony unto them that his
this latter day
druith in the world and all
druith from god or else there is noe truith
work was the truith
christendom
Cristendom hass gone astray and perverted the true ways of god and 1I would
cristendom
truith from
not give it for worlds and not enjoy the same for I1 know it the druith
heaven and feel the power thereof unto salvation to all who obey it and keep
its laws now these are the acts of my life from my youth
now 1I will proceed to tell of these things after my baptism & confir
latterday
Latt erday saints 1I then went to
firmation
in the church of jesus christ of satterday

this is

probably a confused reference to the angel in revelation 146 7
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work at my trade joiner that sumer I1 was ofttimes asked questions concerning the gospel I1 told them the principles on this they tried to to scorn
me but 1I would expound the scripture to them which did silence them in all
cases this gave me great joy for 1I could confound them in all there questens
qu estens
questers
and did expound the scripture to them & so 1I made preperations
preparations for my
journey to nauvoo where the lord hass appointed for our gathering
ga
gathring
thring at this
time after the murdering
murdring
mur dring and driving the saints from missouri and there to
build a house unto his name and to receave
reweave our ordinances in that house per
aaning to the everlasting priesthood which is our only shure salvation or in
taning
other words to make our calling and election shure and shortly before our
departure from the east which was pennsylvania as was about thirty in company from that part earl township lancaster county there ware two elders
came to the branch and they selected myself & john wickell to be ordained elders to preach on our way through and we was ordained under the hands of
ezerah
ezelah hays & william G sterret & sterret & 1I went forth and preached in
that section of country we went to lancaster thence to mount nebo thence
to georgetown & thence to my native place
now 1I started on my jurney myself to fulfill my cov
covanent
anent 1I then told the
covalent
brethren I1 would perhaps meet them at pittsburg as that was the head of the
navigation pittsburg was 250 miles from my place of nativity this was a very
hard rought route for me across the mountains I1 started without purs
puts or
antiano used to travel and preach the gospel but I1 could scarse
script as the antians
get anything to eat on my jurney sometimes I1 traveled two days and a half
lodg in barns in the straw for my nights
without any thing to eat and had to hodg
rest because of the hardness of the people but 1I came to pittsburg & stoped
scoped
with some of the saints there till the company came up to pittsburg of our
brethren and sisters here in the pittsburg branch i found great strife amongst
the brethren & sisters a dividing spirit now as I1 did not fully understand all
the order of things there was a man made aprication
aplicarion for me to baptize as reaplication
baptize him this I1 did without asking the presiding elder of the branch but I1
chastized but I1 done my part out of pure
was soon informed of my error and chastised
motives he was then confirmed into the church under john C page unto
the church his name was james spratley
by this time our company landed at pittsburg here we again took passage
on a boat called the new world and set sail for our ga thring place which then
was nauvoo here we soon landed with joy and gladness to meet with our
brethren and strike hands with those who had gone before us and with the
whome
prophet joseph & patriarch hirum smith the leaders of the church to chome
the angel made known the gospel of jesus & book of mormon now we went
to see joseph the prophet and was interdused to him by br william green
and shook hands for joy of seeing our prophet joseph
I1 then was in the city for five weeks without work I1 desired to labour
then 1I got in to labour at joiner work at the prophets house with jos co
ledge the forman 1I worked for him sometime when 1I joined on my own hand
and found constant employ 1I worked some forty days on the stone quarry at
the commenceing
commence ing and pay my tithing for two years 1I then joined to work at
my trade and continued thence
probably apostle
cluded pennsylvania

john

E page who at this time
rime was in charge

of the conference which in-
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now

we was taught from the mouth of the prophet from sabeth to sabeth who spake with great power and much assurance
ashurance he expounded the
missunderstood
scripture that it could not be miss
understood for plainness he also told us the
will of the lord concerning our present situation and state in this my soul
found food as a hungary mans body that sits to the luxl
eries of the earth
luxleries
luxuries
luxeries
luxerles
he told us how to walk before the lord and how to leade a happy life exort
efort
these words also to add works to our faith viring us to obey the council
tue knowledg temperence brotherly kindness charity with all making our
calling and election shure for if these things abound in you you will neither
be barren nor unfruitfully
unfruitfull and our spirits bare & do bare witness of his teachings that they are from god and they are true & the various denominations
know knothing
kno thing about god or jesus christ or of the father or of faith or of
knotting
druith or of knowledge as it consists in god etc but 1I will show the true
truith
principles of the doctrin of
ofjesus
jesus christ in its purity
now there is a true and perfect order and plan of salvation a perfect rule
for the salvation of man now we know when there is any thing perfect there
can not any thing be added or taken from lest it will render that imperfect
and if our earthly fathers tell us to do any thing if we will not obey them
they will not be pleased with us and they will chastise us and if we still resist
them they will cast us off and they will not give us any part or lot of their inheritance untill we are willing to obey there commands and then they will have
mercy on us but if they make their will and die they leave it to some of the
heirs as overseer to us and when we become obedient to the will of the one
partake of that blessing left for us and if not
they leave it to then we can pertake
bequeathed to our heirs and so on and our state hass become miserthen it is bequethed
able now jesus christ hass laid a plan of salvation that by our obedience to
the commands of the father we may be saved & save those also who was disobedient afore times that they might live according to god in the spirit for
what men do for them in the flesh now the ordinance of jesus was to come
druith that we was allence
alienee
ailenee 1 I from the druith
truith and that
to the knowledg of the truith
alienee
ailenee and forsake them and obey his comwe had to repent from off our allence
mands that we might be grafted in by baptism and have hands laid on for the
reception of the holy ghost and that will lead us to do the will of the father
obedience of all the commands then we are true sons of god heirs and
by the obediance
joint heirs of jesus christ our elder brother for the seal will be placed upon
our heads by the saints of god or by the servants of god in obedience when
jesus was upon the earth there was a sertain one standing at the door and
told jesus that his mother was at the door he then answered & asked who is
dis siples and said he that doeth
disciples
boeth the will of
my mother and he looked upon his dissiples
my father in heaven the same is my mother & my brother & my sister
here the original included three sermons by joseph smith dated probably erroneously 6 13 and 20 april 1843 and also one for 27 april 1843 and one
undated both by hyrum smith 1I have placed these with the other sermons

to

after the journal proper

city nauvoo 1843
city on the 9th
ath of may IE having then ended 19 ninetjoyfull home to me &
een days jurney by watter & by land which was a joyfully
longing to see the prophet I1 then had the opert
unity of striking glad hands
opertunity
I landed in the
1
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with him and my heart leaped in me for joy for 1I hadgreater
had greater affections towards him than for any person on the earth and 1I viewed the temple then
I1 remembered my night vision I1 saw when yet in the eastern country seeing
the temple in the same form as it realy was and the city the same also after
having been in the city not over forty days till bro joseph & his wife was going to visit her relatives about seventy miles up the missisipia
Missi sipia river all being
peas peace at home save a fiew false brethren who sought to overthrow or
destroy his hapyness
hapy ness who gave notice to his enemys of missouri the plan was
then devised to take him to misouri and kill him there was a man named
wilson8 who followed him under the per
harmon wilsonn
pertents
portents
tents of an old writ took
him & abused him and marched him with a drawen
draben pistle ready to kill him
and thrust him into prison
dam you old jho smith 1I have you now but
the hand of the lord was with him and raised friends unto him and they administered unto him wilson was striving to prevent them the lord told him
that night what to doo so wilson was put under arrest but brother joseph
gave him free and told him to goe home in peas so he brought his enemys to
shame so they was in great fear & trembled for they was troubled of them
delvs he told us that was the fourty
selvs
courty second suit brought against him balsly
falsly
& he always was cleard by the law of the land
so there was writ after writ served on him but always under false per
tents
portents
pertents
so at lenth br sidney rigdon was accused of some of the caus of his trouble
being brought upon him as being bribed by his enemys to betray him as
eared after his death this caused a special conference to be called & joapeared
ap
afeared
ciler any further that if the
seph told us he did not want him for his coun
councilor
people put him there they might but he said 1I will shake him off he shook
him self and shook hands on them words with rigdon but the mercy pleading for rigdon by bro hyrum smith the patriarch softened the hearts of the
acknoledged
people so they put him in again by their voice but joseph never acknowledged
him any further 9 yet rigdon was weeping & pleading but joseph said he
cursed god in the misouri troubles meny things occurred
occured here yet but too
tedious to mention some time after fosters laws & higbeys apostatised from
the church and caused much trouble they went so far even as to establish a
printing press in the city to excite the minds of the people our enemys and
the city council or our city charter granted us the preval
prevaledg
edg to remove all
nucens
nudens nuisances out of the city as was called or declared a nuicence
nui cence by the
city council so the printing publication was declared as such and was de
his is the famous occasion reported in joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesus
8this
athis
of jesus christ
ruy saints ed B H roberts 7 vols
day
salt lake city deseret book 19711
of latter
lutter vay
1971
5439 75
hereafter cited as HCJ
HC when joseph H reynolds sheriff of ofjackson
jackson county missouri and constable
harmon T wilson of carthage illinois disguised themselves and captured joseph near dixon illinois where he had gone to preach they intended to take him to missouri but delays of various
kinds succeeded until reynolds and wilson in turn were arrested for false imprisonment and escorted to nauvoo by a body of josephs friends there he served his two enemies a fine dinner be-

fore they were released
gon
on 13

august

joseph smith on the basis of evidence he had just received accused rigdon of being traitorous and asked that he be disfellowshipped
ped and his license demanded
which
disfellowship
was done at the special conference here referred to on 6 october 1843 after various leaders
Rig dons defense the conference voted that he be permitted to retain his station as counspoke in rigdons
selor in the first presidency A footnote in the manuscript history notes that then joseph smith
arose and said 1 I have thrown him off my shoulders and you have again put him on me you may
HC 6
49 soon after that rigdon went to pittsburgh where he recarry him but I1 will not
649
mained except for a visit in april 1844 until after josephs martyrdom
1843
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sorounding
tely this caused a mob to collect in the So
stroyd Emedia
emediately
rounding county &
some of the brethren murmerd
mur merd they thought it was wrong but bro joseph
called a meeting at his own house and told the people or us that god showed
him in an open vision in daylight that if he did not destroy that press printing press it would cause the blood of the saints to flow in the streets & by
this wise that evil destroy and 1I write what 1I know and seen & heard for myisued again & the mob was gathered around &
self then there was a writ isred
threats breathed against us in all quarters by our enemy and for our security
Lieu
bro joseph was lieutenent
lieutenant
tenent general of the states army called out the nauvoo
legion & we was on our guard for about fifteen days while our enemys was
striving to find some law to arrest joseph & at lenth they got fals writs &
fals witnesses to draw us out of the city
brother joseph called the city council together and asked them if they
would stand by him he also told them if they would not that he would leave
them and goe to where he could rais up a people that would stand by him he
also called the legion together and got upon a frame building across the street
from his mansion and asked them if they would stand by him if the governor
Succes
mobicrat this he asked thrice in succession
succesion
ion
of the state of illinois would turn mobocrat
there was a unamimus voice every time he asked he then exclaimed it is
enough 1I thank thee oh lord god for those that thou hast gave me out of
the world for I1 am thine & they are mine & 1I will have them & 1I can say
that 1I have more to stand by me than jesus had at his death he then said
planns to kill me but if they kill
the enemy is seeking my life and are laying plains
me they kill an inocent man this 1I will call on god angels & men to witness they will take me out to carthage and 1I am going inocent as a lamb to
the slauter but 1I have laid the foundation of the work of what the lord hass
gave me to doo therefore have noe longer leas of my life 1I have
accomplished my work that was given me & others can build on the same &
1I have noe more leas of my life any longer than any other man & my enemys
belish designs for my life
are blood thirsty & they have laid meny plains
planns and helish
threatend
threat end to kill me if 1I told of his
he said there is joseph jackson he hass threatens
secret murders which he told me of he told me he hass killed some four men
and made catfish bate of some of them and now dalm you if you tel on me 1I
will kill you for I1 never told any one of these things but you now jackson is
belish deeds & now 1I curse
seeking deep for my life fearing I1 will tell of his helish
es & wickedness 10
design
signes
him in the name of the lord jesus christ for his evil de
and it was but a day after that he gave himself up to be tried by the
law of the land also hyrum smith his brother the patriarch for the writ demanded both of them they was two inocent men & always lived above the
laws of the land & the enemy knew this and hated them greatly because they
ware ordained of god they went out to carthage to await their trials & was
commuted
ed to jail without any trial ccontrary to law or justice but said he
commited
commit
they will slay me an inocent man but we could not beleave at the time that
1

synopsis compiled by george A smith from various verbal reports of this last speech of
president smith to the legion on july 18 1844 is contained in HC 6498 500 joseph H jackson was an adventurer who showed up in nauvoo in december 1843 and pretended to be investi gating mormonism but became one of those plotting josephs death and a member of the mob
vestigating
at carthage HC 6149 435 36 569 these comments on jackson are not recorded in george A
smiths synopsis
IOA
A
loa
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the lord would suffer him then to be taken from our midst now after they
ed him to jaol
commuted
had commited
gaol the guard that would have rescued him was dis
commit
mided
mised and his cotest
gaol and was loaded
hotest enemys ware placed around the jaol
with blanks while his murderous enemy was secreted till the signel was given
then rushed in upon them while the guard passed them by and shot their
blanks into the eir
air they said the law will not reach them but powder and lead
will and there was two of the twelve john taylor and willard richards went
in to stay with them while four balls struck joseph & four struck hyrum &
taylor while richards escaped unhurt not a hole was put in his robe as he
was the only one had his robe on so said joseph went to jump out of the
eaved his death by four balls then there was a
received
rec
prison window is where he receaved
man rann up to him to cut his head off but the lord sent his angel who
stood between and interfeard
inter feard and they stood like dead men around him while
the others had to goe and pull them away this was testified by one of the
flew weeks after who came to nauvoo he said he was over persuaded
party a fiew
by the party of murderers
murderer
ls and said he took noe active part with them but
partly taken by threats & forced his name was daniels
this was his testimony brother taylor was saved by the forth ball striking his watch in his
flasted the watch the governer
governor ford of the state of illinois
vjest
ojest
vest pocket and flatted
was at carthage at the time they was put to gaol
jaol brother taylor went to him
and told him that the people ware so enraged that they would kill him if he
dismissed the guards who ware his friends but he pledged his faith & the faith
of the state of illinois that they should not be harmed
here fell two as good men as ever trod this earth save jesus christ our
elder brother
now concerning the governor of the state of illinois in the mean time
governor ford was
while our beloved brethren was yet in the city of nauvoo governer
Emba sider ambassador12
ambassador12 reached his place of
sent for but before our br embasider
randes voos which was
abode the enemy had brought him to the place of their randesvoos
sect of that county & there it appears the plann was laid
carthage the county seet
for the horrible deed for the nature of the case was such as to satisfy that he
was engagued
gaol
Eng agued in the plann for in the morning while they ware thrust to jaol
he started for nauvoo to be out of the way of the murder and while he was
emediatly
atly returned after makcoming to our city this murder took place he emedi
inflammatory
new inflarnatory
inflamatory remarks while on his return met a mesenger with
ing some fiew
sens
citi
citizens
the horid news they forced him back again till they had warned the citisens
fledd himself
of carthage to flee for life and he fladd
now after joseph & hyrum gave themselves up to be tried by the law of
the land the governor thomas ford In shured them his protection under the
pledg and had them
pledged faith of the state of illinois & after that broke the pleda
hotest enemys
gaol & disbanded the smith friends & set his cotest
thrown into jaol
arn
Villi
william

M daniels became the chief prosecution witness in the trial of those accused of murdering joseph and hyrum in may 1845 just two weeks before the trial he published a twenty four
page booklet on the names and proceedings of the principal murderers of joseph and hyrum
smith which contains the account of the alleged attempt to behead the prophet related by laub
truths was used effectively by the defense to disuntruths
the booklet because of its exaggerations and un
credit daniels as a witness though some of daniels account has persisted in mormon folklore and
has even been repeated in some nonofficial books it has not been accepted in any official way and
in fact was attacked by B H roberts as incredible see dallin oaks and marvin hill the cart111.
ill university of illinois press 1975 ap
lii
ili
iii
pp 87 90
hage conspiracy urbana 111
ubrother
brother ambassador is apparently a sarcastic appellation for governor ford
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around the gaol
jaol to preserve the lives of the prisoners but while they was yet
devising plans in the court house they sent some of the officers to bring
them to the court house but the keeper knowing their demands was not law
full he being an honest man so he told the demand was not good and he
would not let them goe unlawful so they told the governer this & he replyd
replod
have you not force eneugh
diffience for law
diffience
enugh to bring them out by force & noe diffidence
& he yet pledged
pledgd his honer that the law should protect these four men
this shows he was about to give the murders a good chance & he took
his leaf for nauvoo such are the conduct of our rulers such will god judg
when he comes to seek thos who are guilty of blood of innocence again
when the governer
governor came into our city he gave us of the grocest
grokest insults he
commanded us to lay down our depons
wepons of war and let our reledgeon sheld us
he also told us to not make any more outbreaks just as though we had been
Mobbers now we had insulted noe man he told us if any of
mobbers
injuring the robbers
these apostates
mising that we would have to atone for them that the
apostats was bising
whole state would be on us & would burn our houses & kill men wemen
bemen &
children now if any of those men would have concealed themselves we
would had to suffer for their helish
decines
belish decenes
now the time bro joseph & hyrum started for carthage about the last
words they told to us was to take good care of ourselves and to keep the command ments of the lord these sayings 1I am a witness to myself & could 1I
mandments
have had the prevel
edg of standing between them & death sweet would it have
preveledg
been to me to save their lives
here the original included a sermon by heber C kimball and one by president brigham young both given at the dedication of the seventies hall in december 1844 both of these I1 have removed
Memer endom of
to the end in this edition the original also included here a memerendom
ordination which 1I have omitted
prophesies
Prophe syes of joseph smith this being transin my hering & presents prophesyes
maitred in
fered
feree in this book from the various scraps of 1843 & 4 as he was martred
1844 june 27th now 1I will relate some of the prophesies that 1I heard our
beloved joseph smith declare while filled with the spirit of the living god in
the name of jesus christ that if the people put him in for ruler of this nation
he would save them & set them at liberty but if they refused they shall &
will be swept off that there will not be anymore than a greese spot of them
left also while filled with the spirit he prophesied in the name of jesus
christ that if the missourians
ians would not redress the rongs of the saints that
Missour
All mighty god would be poured out upon them &
the red hot wrath of allmighty
ans should be destroyed
upon the rulers of this nation also that the misourians
Misouri
ere long etc
of a meaner people then they themselves & that ear erel
now since 1I have heard this prophesy
prop hesi delivered 1I have heard & seen fire
prophesi
pestilence murders and distress of all kinds & the nations have refused his
salvation & also to redress the rongs of missouri
here the original includes a duplicate account of the death of joseph and hyrum
which I1 have
omitted
now the following proceedings in a few days after the prophets last address to the nauvoo legion joseph & hyrum was agoing to take their flight
fornia as they had at one time
callifornia
uper Calli
to the valleys of the mountains or to aper
rehb
selected 30 thirty men to goe & spye out the land but after wards rebh
fraind
reft
re
aind
from so doing 1I being one asked the question if 1I could goe 1I then said 1I
could but knew not for why but now 1I see that joseph knew this place for
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to

hide themselves
themselvs
vs from their enemys they crossed the
themsel
Missi sipia in preperation
river missisipia
preperadon
preparation but some of the brethren grew very timid &
fear
faint & fearfully
full least the enemy should come in on the sitisons
fearfull
Siti sons and kill our
wemen
bemen & children & burn our city this the enemy threatened for to do if
we would not give up our prophet joseph & hyrum smith these men who
themselves
themselvs
went & strove for joseph & hyrum to come back and give themsel
vs up to
keowen I1 will not name but the prophet knew their design
the mob are well knowen
and to spare their Le
Lement
themselves
vs up to be tried
adon so they came & gave themsel
themselvs
mentation
by the law of the land but joseph said we will goe but as sheep to the
Sla
slauhter
slautter
utter they went fourth as he said and scald their testimony with their
acording to his words they died to save the people but this caused us
blood according
to morn their loss greatly as it apeard
afeard then darkness was cast over the whole
land now our enemys troubled us very much for we had to wach day &
night to keep our enemys from coming in on us thus we lay out at night
watching to prevent their invasion & we overcome them by so doing & then
ceased for some time & there was peas in the state for nearly one
our troubles seased
year
now we hurled on in building our temple with all speed but before we
got it altogether reared there was a nother tremendious enemy arose & they
used great hosdllity
hostillity towards the brethren in the regeon round about they
drove them out of their own houses & some ware sick not able to walk they
ware compelled to leave their dwellings for the mob set their houses on fire
burned their household furniture if it was not removed in fifteen minits
dinits after
notice the grain also was destroyed their cattel drove off & nearly all they
had this was a time when jacob B backenstos 13 was the peacel
offiser of
peace
leacel offiler
Emediatly isred
isued a
erday saints & emediatly
hancock county he was a friend of the Latt
satterday
lattcrday
latterday
proclamation for the riators to seas cease their hostility but it was all in
isued the second third & fourth & fifth but all in vein & so he orvain he isred
dered out a posee of men to goe forth and stop it by force this posey consisted of saints for our enemy was also his enemy I1 was called on & went
fourth as one of the possey
aossey accompanyed
accompanied
accompany ed by about two hundred in one comtraveld at the rate of twelve miles nearly all night till we got to
pany we traveled
randes voos where we was welcomed by brother markees
Markems stephen
the place of randesvoos
markems
markems markham as colonel of a ridgment of brethren who had gone bemarkees
fore we did we marched nearly to the enemy camp there was some five or
six hundred of the enemy there was five or six houses on fire when some of
our brethren was scouting and the lord speeded the animels
animals of the brethren
so that the house burners could not get out of the way & severi was shot
dead this frightened the residew
resided so they seased
ceased their burning for a short
time the head of the mob which was levi williams & thomas sharp them

refuge for the saints

0jacob
jacob B backenstos non mormon sheriff of hancock county and member of the state legislature where he opposed repeal of the nauvoo charter so enraged the anti mormon mobs which
he tried to control when they again began attacks on the saints in september 1845 that they
sought to kill him they also tried unsuccessfully to prosecute him for the murder of frank worrmobbers on backenstos posse the
ell who was shot by orrin P rockwell in an attack by the robbers
posse activities described by laub culminated in the death of several members of the mob and also
cormons
Mormons which so appalled brigham young that though he had at first talked
of two of the mormons
tough and encouraged the backenstos led effort he arranged a meeting with arbitrators chosen by
governor ford and agreed the mormons
cormons would leave the next spring to avoid any further bloodshed HC 7444 51
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sipia river at warsaw
missisipia
& the mob they took their flight & crossed the Missi
just as we got to the river they landed on the other shore & warsaw was left
desolate also part of the company marched for carthage & So rounded it &
prisoners those that had not fled so carthage was in our posesion
took prisners
po sesion for the
space of ten or twelve days & thus the twelve apostles then was endited for
treason 1I then was called on by J D lee as one of the guard to accompany

them to carthage to await their trial the trial came on but noe charge found
ably equated
honorably
equited
against them so they was Honer
Equi ted
now there was a company sent fourth to keep the peace of the county
that the enemy might do noe more injury but as I1 am now writing 1I here
the sad news of the enemy killing two of our brethren now we had formed
a treaty with our enemy that if they would leave us alone & not trouble us
till the spring 1846 that we would leave the united stats & we would leave
peacem3 but they kept not the treaty thus we are now
that we might enjoy peace
peace3
making ready for our jurney and goe to a place where we can rear a standard
of liberty & enjoy the blessings of our god heare our lives are at stake all the
time
here the saints left their fine habitations without any reward I1 also left a
fine brick house half lot valuation about one thousand dollars
now in these times sickness invaded on me and 1I was left destitute
desti
destitude
desritude
tude so 1I
beydler my
was dictated by the spirit of god to wright to my friend george weydler
sircum stances by way of letter to which he blessed me with means also requesting me to send again if in want for more thus 1I hoap the god of our
salvation will bless him all the days of his life that he may come forth in the
morning of the resurrection
now by him I1 was brought up to manhood age of years as an orphant for
my father died when I1 was about 8 years of age my mother died when I1
was about 14 years of age & george weydler
beydler took me to him when 1I was
eight years old my fathers name was john laub & my mothers name was barbary kesler as her maden name george weydler
beydler was a father to me & a
friend
A friend like you is true sensation
1I trust
for you to gain salvation

december 12th 1845 commenced endowment in the temple of nauvoo
now in this time 1I agreed to goe in to john D lees family as to the law
dion
rion according to the celestial law 14 now the
of adoption through his persuasion
tion
persua
persuarion
persuation
Endew
endewments
endowments
ments commenced in the house of the lord in the temple of nauvoo in
receave his Endew
endowments
endewments
which john D lee was one of the first to reweave
ments & on the
rec eaved mine this the 19th of december as being chosen
received
19th nineteenth 1I receaved
relieve my washing & anointing in the house of the lord in the temple of
to recieve
nauvoo also keys whereby to approach our heavenly father signs & tokens
now 1I say he that knows his fellow who is anointed to be a king in isreal
and a priest unto god be ware to touch not the lords anointed least you
touch the apple of his eye least thou be cut asunder neither speak evil of
into
practice of being sealed into a prominent leaders family which persisted unto
the ibgos was closely related to the mormon understanding of salvation through a unified family
going back to adam but it also had important this worldly effects of uniting the mormon commu514
nity see gordon irving
living the law of adoption BYU studies 14 spring 1974291 314

this interesting
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such etc least thou say aught against his children also how to detect fals
deceavers
dec eavers who profess to be apostles and are none and the new
spirits or deceivers
Reci eveth the same or recieve
name that noe man can read save him that recieveth
relieve it
etc

now while the Endew
endowment
ment

was continuing till the twenty fifth of december ware raging and came against us with enditments against the twelve
for the saying of being counterfiters in money matters but as william miller
threw brother brigham youngs mantle over him the soldiers took him in
great hast thinking they had brigham young our chief apostle they knew
not till they ware twenty miles with him from nauvoo 15 thus they ware
striveing to overthrow the kingdom continuly
contin uly being ignorant it being the

work of god
now on the seccond day of february mary jane laub my wife recieved
Reci eved
relieved
her anointing in the temple of the lord at nauvoo now 1I am present this
day in the house of the lord
3d my fathrinlaw came to me & wished me to take his teem to goe
febry ad
in the first company but john D lee wishes me to stop and take care of his
affairs as he said he was oblidged to goe and help to establish a nother stake
in the west & our enemys are oppressing us destroying our property now
remain ding part of the saints are to tarry till grass grows & watter runs
the remainding
As the first company crosses the Missi
sipia on the ice these who tarry till they
missisipia
comfortable
abie
able for their jurney now my
can sell their property and fit out to be comfert
desire was great to goe with the first company but to submit to council 1I
now tarry
authorised to adopt &
autherised
by br amasia lyman now amasia lyman being authorized
seal so on the ath
5th day of febry 1846 1I & my wife with many others ware
adopted to J D lee family this adoption is to link the chain of the priestcovanants
hood in such a way that can not be broken only by braking covenants
Cova nants for
they are made before god angels and the present witness we cov
covanent
anent tocovalent
seald to him to do unto
gether for him to be a father unto those who are beald
them as he would to his own children & to counsil them in rituousness & to
teach them all the principles of salvation & to share unto them of all the blessings to comfert these & all that are calculated to make them happy both in
time & eternity now we did also cov
covanent
anent on our side to do all the good for
covalent
& happyness
his building
upbuilding
up
happy ness both in time & eternity this was done at the alhappiness
ter according to the patren of the ordinance
Feb
februry
ath of february
sealing of mariag now on the same date on the 5th
rury 1846 my
wife mary jane16 was sealed to me a wife for time & eternity to be my companion & comfert & to fill up the measure of our creation & we was sealed up
rection &
Resu
resurection
unto eternal lives to come fourth in the morning of the first resurrection
nothing to prevent only the sin against the holy ghost which is sheading

famous event occurred when men trying to arrest brigham young on false charges were
about to enter the temple but saw miller wearing brighams
Brig hams cap get into president youngs
coach despite his vigorous protestations that he was not brigham young miller was taken to carthage where it was finally recognized that indeed he was not the escape greatly delighted the
cormons
Mormons was related often as a morale booster and became widely known as the
beleaguer ed mormons

this
15this

bogus brigham incident
mary jane mcginnis as her maiden name was officially spelled lived until 1872 when she
died at the age of forty one after bearing laub eleven children two of whom died in infancy
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inocent blood or the con
concenting
centing there unto now when we was sealed in this
concentina
order J D lee embraced us in his arms & blessed us in the name of the lord
erable
honorable
that we should become mighty upon the earth & our names to be hon
in all generations
now the first company started on the 12th of february 1846 myself with
Mis sippi to the iowa shores where we met meny
lee & others crossed the missippi
brethren As the enemy was in persuit of them 1I crossed & recrossed meny
times conveying such things as they needed & thus stayed with them two

nights
now on the 4 of march I1 again crossed and re crossed the river helping J
D lee across with the residue of his family this it was cold & snow in the
first he took two of his wemen
bemen at this time he now the last was rachel
martha & loiza lee & H bowans & wife with many others of his family
here in the original is an account of the events following the martyrdom that
duplicates the one below
now after the death of br joseph & hyrum sidney rigdon having A mision appointed him by joseph to pittsburg before his death now after his
death sidney came in all the haste in him to nauvoo from pittsburg to
blaime the presidency of the church him not knowing that joseph sent him
claime
of him now when he returned to nauvoo he
out of the way to get
called all the people to gether to choos them a guardian as he expressed himself now said he the church is 14 years old and it was the duty of the
church to choose a guardien
guardeen
gu ardien & preached there for two days on that subject of
guardin ism & the lords ways was not as mans ways but as the heavens are
guardinism
hier than the earth so are the lords ways above mans ways etc just about the
ardien but as
time that the vote was to be taken for him to be president & gu
guardeen
guardien
the lord would have the twelve to come home & I1 felt to praise god to see
bro brigham young walk upon the stand then thesel
these positive revelations of
le the lord had
while
Rig dons ware only guess so & he thinks so & hoap so whi
rigdons
told him how to proseed
proceed before according to his one own mouth & after
wards only supposed
suposed them so
now when president young arose to address the congregation his voice
was the voice of bro joseph and his face appeared as josephs face & should I1
not have seen his face but herd his voice I1 should have declared that it was
joseph 17 now he arose and commenced speaking saying I1 would rather have
basted
fasted
lasted and
murned forty days then to come here & if rigdon was the legal
ard burned
heir to lead the church why did he not stop to pittsburg till we came and ac
companyed
compan yed him as 1I had wrote to him but he was afraid that he could not
designes
de signes & conspericy underhanded etc emediately
Emedia tely rigdons folkerry out his designas
lowers armed them with the wepons
depons of death & with the brandy jug so that
they might have their spirits of their calling for rigdon was filled with that

rid

this

account written in march 1846 is the earliest yet found that specifically mentions the
change in voice and appearance in this transfiguration other more general accounts and the context which made important such a miraculous validation of brigham youngs right to the mantle
of joseph are described in D michael quinn the mormon succession crisis of 1844 BYU studies 16 winter 1976209 12 laub did not copy this detail into his three volume journal but at the
equivalent point only says but as the lord would have his servant brigham young the president
gaisel
balse sheperd or who the good
of the twelve to come just in time to tell the people who was the baise
false
ap
trembled
sheperd and rigdon soon quaked and trem
shcperd
pp 116 117
biedl
bledl
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same brandy spirit & as marks was his first council & the party having ben
counciled
counci led by rigdon to goe and kill the first man that would say aught
against him but marks told him & them if they did they would all be killed
recompense & so they remained quiet as the following day was confor their recompence
tinued in meeting etc now previous to this william law arose & professed
profesed
profe sed to
be the leader of the church but was cut off & withered & all his followers
Pro fesing to have revelations
professing
strang now here indirectly comes strang 19 profesing
& declares to be apointed
appointed by joseph & ordained by an angel & which is condespensation
tion he would not give it to any
dispensation
trary to this dispensation of this last despensa
other people save he should be appointed
apointed & ordained of him who held the
power which was joseph & james J strang wrote many revelations & that to
his own condemnation & when he or his followers would debate the druith
truith of
mormonism swept their arguements
arguements so that they could not stand before the
druith yet he had meny followers even john E page one of the twelve
truith
apostles turned to strang page was at one time a mighty orator upon mormonism but on strangism
Strang ism he was very easy confounded he always defyed
defred
the world at large to confound him upon mormonism & thus we see meny
diffrent
frent winds of doctrine because they grow cold &
tossed toe & froe by diffrient
dif
druith
negligent in the truith
seventys
march the ath
9th 1846 25 quorum of Sev
entys which is our corum which
I1 consist as one of the council we met to wind up the guisness
Buis
ness of the quobuisness
rum in nauvoo & we had made A barrel of grape wine as corum property
aiso some oil this was quorum property
also
this we distributed in the quorum alsosome
allosome
& was divided & the nauvoo brass band played for us
now as 1I was moved upon by the spirit 1I again wrote to my old friend
assitence
weydler asking him for assi
beydler
tence the second time as he requested me when he
ceded to let him know my prayer ware for his assent me the first that if I1 neded
si
sistance
stance this I1 again obtained twenty dollars but he wrote to me on this
bereaved
be leaved our reledgeon was noe better than any other because
wise that he beleaved
there was so many turned away from us now in answer to his I1 took the
sayings of the apostle john in the days of jesus when he was teaching the dis
aples sertain doctrin & they turned from him saying who is able to stand by
iples
these sayings and many turned away then the saviour turned to the twelve
asked them will ye also turn away they answered where will we goe lord
we know that thou hast the words of eternal life & also told him the sayings
of paul that many should depart from the faith & I1 reasoned upon scriptures
of these sayings and told him it would not make the work false if they would
turn away and even if I1 would turn away he might put me down as one who
denyed
denied the work of the lord in these last days & for 1I say unto you if any
stats from the church
man or woman turns away from this church are apostats
apo
apostates
william marks was president of the nauvoo stake though he came under josephs suspicion
in january 1844 for his connection with william law and other traitors he seemed to be faithful
through the martyrdom and presided at the crucial succession meeting on 8 august 1844 where
brigham young and the twelve whom marks seemed to support were sustained however he apparently
parent ly turned to support rigdon because on 5 october 1844 he was rejected by vote of the
church as nauvoo stake president for not sustaining the twelve HC 7296
james J strang was a charismatic figure who joined the church in february 1844 and explored
a site for mormon settlement in wisconsin where he eventually collected over 2000 followers and
reigned over them as a king until he was murdered in 1856 see quinn succession crisis pp
ap
194 96
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of jesus christ and this I1 wrote him seven pages reasoning out of the scriptruith & rituousness
ture on principles of druith
now there was robery & theft bro orson hyde was left as a sheperd to
watch over the flock that was left behind after the first company had started
now bro hyde continued preaching & prophesying unto the people com
anding them to be industerous to use all their efforts to goe to the west and
there meet with our brethren who hass gone before where we can enjoy liberty
and that the judgments of the lord was about to be poured out upon this
ungodly generation and that it was just at their doors for the earth gioneth
groneth to
be delivered because of the blood of the saints & prophets that was maitred
martred &
that it will be required of this generation & they are oppressing us daily &
persecuting us seeking our blood and he also told them if they did scatter
scaler on the one track and if any comes along to crye for mercy to
to all scater
take them along also and some one would have compasion
com pasion on them & he
companion
also pronounced woe unto the rich in as much as you do not open your
hearts and help the poor & that they shall be cursed & we do not want you
danight janitell
Dan
danite20
to goe with us for I1 will be a dalight
danitell
itell20 unto them 1I will throw my
Danite
self across their path and 1I will be their accusers when we get up to the camp
comferts of
etc for the poor does all the day long and are suffering for the comperts
life while the rich are living in splender
splendor & the poor are just as good as the
rich the scripture says if any man hass this worlds goods and shuteth his
bowels of com
companion
compasion
pasion hath not the love of god dwelling in him & we want
the pure in heart now he preached & prophesied severi sabeth & told them it
was the will of god to give to the poor of their riches & his skirts should be
clear and if they will not do it then the curse of god be upon you rich and
he shook himself and his garments against them
now brother A babet21
babet arose & set forth the law & the propositions of
our enemys that was made concerning our removal from nauvoo & six thousand of the saints was to remove & now there is already ten thousand gone &
meny more ready to start & we are getting ready as fast as we can for we do
not want to stay amongst our enemys any longer for the meny seasons of
wrongs
w1rongs we have to suffer by them is too grevious to be born they need not
think we want to stay amongst them he also told us that general waren
wrote him a letter stating something like this that it was expected that the
entire mormon population would leave the state of illinois or hancock county & was the mind of the people abroad that they should leave till that time
& that he was going to dis banden his troops till that time then they would
have to take care of themselves but said babet we never asked the governor
to place any of his armed forces here to gard us but we can plainly see that

on
it

is

this unofficial group of mormon vigilantes whose name became a symbol of vengeance as
used here see leland gentry
the danite band of 1838 BYU studies 14 summer

1974421 50
almon W babbitt early convert member of zions camp and once president of the kirtland
stake later disfellowshipped
ped and then reinstated was a faithful saint at this time serving as a mesdisfellowship
senger for joseph at carthage and assisting in leadership of the exodus from nauvoo
klaub
2laub
laub is probably referring to major W B warren commanding officer of the illinois volunteers who had been charged by governor ford to supervise in a military way the affairs of hanB H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of
cock county and keep the peace
ofjesus
jesus
jasus
christ of latter day saints 6 vols provo utah brigham young university press 19651
1965 2528
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the governors troops are as great mobecrats as any of the rest for they come
into the city & create excitement & torment us all the day long & thus
we cannot get any done to us but oppression
oppresion
oppre sion all the day the trops was to be
disbandend on the first day of may 1846 this is giving the mob full sway to
dev velish
deverish
devclish
develish
elish deeds & abominable acts against us & our ingery and we are
clish
doo their de
compeld
compeli to leave & goe to a place where we can enjoy liberty even out of
the united stats for we have noe place noe joy noe comfert amongst the in
habitents
habitants of illinois
concerning robbing & plunder now the mobers stole from the saints
horses & cows & oxen & waggons
wiggons & all maner of thing that they could steel
from us then turned and said the saints had stole from them so as they
could enter lawsuits against us but there was noe law for the saints but we
did have to submit to their deeds this was our treatment from our enemys in
illinois

lonza roads traiter april 17th 1846

bather in lawl
law took mercy ann brooks
father
now benjamin meginness laubs hather
Sec cond etc lonza roads went to the enemy and filed an affidavit
to wife as seccond
isued
adultry
Me
adultly
that br benjamin megenness
genness was living in open adul
try the writ was isred
meginness
temm
shirif pro term
on a states warrant to our sharif
tern br pain of nauvoo which br
tem

pain sent bro megenness
Me
genness word to step out of the way for he was coming
meginness
with the warrent thus he repeated
repeted the mesag 3 three times & 1I took br me
esrah chase south of us about
carriag & took them over to br desrah
genness in the carriaga
three miels & secreted them from the enemy then 1I brought them word of
the movements of the times from time to time concerning the times now he
placed his property into my hands to sell to the best advantage and manage
the affairs judiciously
judisiously while he had to be absent in hiding from the officers
megenness
genness had sold a peas of land to one of
meginness
etc now in this time he br Me
er and the deed or title prothe governers
VanSchoonhov
governors
go verners troop his name was vanschoonhover
ceased upon his property and
ved not to be cleard up and he came back and seased
harnace
har nace there was five others
took away his wagon & carriaga
carriag & three sets of carnace
of the governors
go verners troops with him & the constable whoes
choes name was welch an
old mober & they took the property about ten miels north west to a place
pontoosec
sec where chancy higby was justice of the peace
called pontusuch
Pontus uch pontoosecl
secl
Pontoo
there they deposited them for sale 1I went & strove to get them but all in
Me
vain now 1I & brother megenness
genness was riding to gether in the city for I1 had
meginness
entred into a decree with br pain that he would not serve the warrant on
eltred
him only for him to keep out of the way & not come right up to him now
Me
as lonza rods saw br megenness
meginness
genness in the city he ran to br pain insisting on
Me
him to take megenness
genness so pain sent roads to the river to watch and keep
meginness
him from crossing rods did so and ran up & down the river while pain was
buisness
buis
ness this pain done to get shut of rodes then told me
minding his own guisness
of the sircurnstances
sircumstanccs thus roads had his trubbie in vain
megenness
Sufi tient money one hunnow as 1I & br meginness
Megenness was striving to lone sufitient
Sircum
dred & fifty dollars & called to br hunters stated the sircurnstances
circumstances
sircumstances
stances that we
could do nothing unless our property hunter told us he could not do any
Wolleys to try to lone the same
colleys
thing for us then we went to br E D wolleys
amount but wolley told us he could not raise one hundred & 50 cents let
lone one hundred & fifty dollars as we only wanted it for a fiew days so we
russets
rode till the seventh of may 1846 then we called at br daniel Rus
seis
sels
Sircum stances he told us if we could do noe better he would assist
circumstances
sircurnstances
stated our sircumstances
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us so we went to br Cel
leys tried him but he made an excuse that he had
celleys
cellers
promised his money to a mr clark one of our enemys & others of the same
acom odate our enemys to
acom odate us but he could acomodate
stripe & he could not acomodate
all that he had for to speculate on the brethren so br daniel russel
megeness
dated us with the same & 1I and meginess
alcomodated
Megeness started for pontusuc
acomodated
uc to stay
Pontus
alcomo

the sale

now when

I1 & megeness
Me
geness was there they told us they would save it for
meginess
our redemption As we went to return home francis higby & john welch
consulted together & then came & took his horse from him & made him pay
20 twenty dollars to get the beast back again saying we must make shure
of the demands against you and we returned to our homes and this is the
sion upon us & and we could do nothing but yeald
way they heaped oppresion
beald to
oppression
oppre

their oppression for we could get noe justice done on our side john welch
mobicrat & francis M higby in sted of chancy
was a hipocrit
hipo crit & a mobocrat
now the governer of illinois wrote a letter to A W babit that he never
made any treaty with us neither did he with the antimormans concerning
the removal of this people but he supposed
suposed the mormans would all leave as
soon as watter run & grass grew & that time was now at hand & that the an
ti
timormans
mormans are determined that we should leave or else they would have a
war & the sooner it would be over that is to say to our enemys they should
suposed in as much as the leaders of the church had
goe to work but he supposed
crossed the missippia that there would be noe more ga thring in illinois & in
as much as the heads of the church hass taken all the means with them that
unfortuned
un
wretches who was left behind had to depend on the
those poor fortuned
supose any one would
sales of their property to take them away & he did not stupose
desturb
disturb them for said he 1I cannot muster force eneugh
enugh to quale the mob as
you have seen here to fore but again if war must come between the two par
tys let it come be over with the sooner this was the contents of the letter
to almon W babit now every honest heart could see that the mob are li
cent licensed by the governer to come and plunder & mob & rob and kill &
drive us out of the state & he sanction all their movements now we are get
posible & sacrifice our property with much loss in order
ing ready as fast as possible
to get an outfit yet for one fourth of the value yes & now the plunderers are
making their appearences
appearances & whiping
shiping our brethren when they can get them out
from homes
now on the 15th day of may 1846 1I george laub & brother herington
Rus sles son
Pontus uch and demanded a settlement
in law went up to pontusuch
daniel russles
russlee
soninlaw
megenness
with the constable john welch to satisfy the judgment against Me
meginness
genness
which was one hundred dollars & the cost was seven dollars this cost was
not to be paid by us but they forced it out of us unjust for henry van
sconhover
hover promised us the property if we paid him one hundred fifty dolors
scon
but we was forced by the constable & frances M higby now this higby is
one of the apostats
apo
apostates
alpo stats who went out from us etc and now 1I told welch to
alpostats
tell vanschonhover to come down to our place & reweave
receave all his propertys
proper tys value in payment as he was not there himself that he should not be Rough
led
roughed
so we started for home and drove about four mile till we was over taken by a
possey of armed men demanding gourty dollars more of us they ware armed
aossey
with swords and epistles
pistles and guns they came with vengence hailed us we
halted and the constable welch said that all things ware not settled br herington knew the posey I1 knew them not they wanted us to goe back with
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them again it was then nearly sundown & we told them it was now night &
we had some 4 or more miles to goe yet then the constable welch told us he
seize on the carrage
would cease seizel
cartage & take it back but he had noe attachment
this is why he brought this force with him for to force us to measures as we
ware only two & unarmed so we found that we ware forced to measures and
we formed a trety with them that we would pay them fifty dollars & goe
receit in full of all demands
home this was done we took a deceit
now one of the mens names was meolley
Me
olley he had his sword hanging by
mealley
his side and the others I1 did not know there was 3 of the go
governors
verners troops &
while we was in their custoday they laught at us and mocked us and was
Ponti suc there was
making sport & now this day there was a mob meting at pontisuc
about forty of them pe rading & 1I supose
stupose about that number looking on this
mormons & drinking to excess drinking & saaring
damming
same day & damning
darning the cormons
daming
swaring
& quarling
quadling
Qu arling among themselves this was their conduct of the day 1I understood by some that major warren would have to recall the sayings he had
made in favour of the mormans or they would give him hell 1I also understood
End evering & makthat they passed a resolution that all the mormans that are endevering
ing efforts to goe they would leave in peace but those who did not do so
they would drive them & now they came the second time and took the cariag
and a two year colt on a nother pretent
Megenness as he had brought
meginness
precent against megenness
bastos property they strove to make him pay and welch
the pay for william castos
came back the second time to ceese
beese more property which 1I demanded his writ
& he could produce none & 1I made him leave
now 1I told br Me
megenness
genness that he better move to my house in the city
meginness
so he got br robberts to hall the best of his goods that night to the city
assi
ed all that night so we
assistence
also br russel came to our assistency
stence & we laboured
Labour
moved to the city of nauvoo as we then lived four miles east of the city
now br megenness
Me
genness crossed with part of his family & we sold his farm at less
meginness
that the house cost him now by this time the mob grew bolder & was all
end evered to get away as fast
round the city & our lives was in danger so we endevered
as we could now 1I sold my hous & lot for one hundred & 25 twenty five
dollars it being worth 800 dolls at the rate of fair value & this we are all
most all compelled to do or we cannot sell at all
6th 1846 by george laub
june the ath

april the
in

6 1843 by joseph smith

223

Elo heam
now concerning spirits first of all or in the begining
beginning
beg ining the great eloheam
the hebrew meaning the god of all gods called a grand council & and they

on this date a thursday a jubilee conference celebrating the anniversary of the churchs
churche
230n
founding in 1830 was held according to willard richards report on the platform of the temple
or floor of the basement minutes were kept carefully by richards in his diary and these were the
basis for the account in joseph smiths history of the church 5327 37 various remarks of joseph
smith were reported by richards but none on the subjects contained in this report by laub of
course at this time there was no exact recording process not even shorthand and laubs report
may have to do with a separate unreported speech or a part which richards missed recording of
one of the reported speeches however the lack of any reference by richards to this or the other
despite their extraordinarily significant content
speeches summarized by laub for april 1843
raises serious questions about laubs accuracy in this reminiscence from two years later at the very
least a suspicion about his dating
daring the suspicion is confirmed when we see that he remembered arriving for the first time in nauvoo on 1 may 1843 after the dates he gives for this and the following four sermons this fact and the similarity of this sermon which laub dates 6 april 1843 to jo
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councild
councile
counci ld together to form this planet on which we are now or do dwell at
present they spake and earth from cayus chaos sprang by their workmanship cayus being mature mater element the law till time should be no
more and they spake concerning the redemption of this world and formed
Sircum stances concerning the redemption jesus christ being the greatcircumstances
sircumstances
limited sircurnstances
intelligence
er light or of more inteligence
Inteli gence for he loved rituousness and hated iniquity
he being the elder brother presented himself for to come and redeem this
world as it was his right by inheritance he stated he could save all those who
did not sin against the holy ghost & they would obey the code of laws that
was given but their sircumstances
Sircum stances ware that all who would sin against the
circumstances
holy ghost should have noe forgiveness neither in this world nor in the world
to come for they had strove aganet
aganst light and knowledg after they had tasted
of the good things of the world to come they should not have any parden in
the world to come because they had a knowledge of the world to come and
ware not willing to abide the law therefore they can have noe forgiveness
there but must be most miserable of all and never can be renewed again re
cered
fered to 6 chapter of hebrews but saten or lucifer being the next heir and
had alonet
alotet to him great power and authority even prince of the eir
air he spake
emedi atly and boasted of himself saying send me I1 can save all even those who
emediatly
dined against the holy ghost and he accused his brethren and was hurled
sined
emediately
from the council for striving to breake the law emedia
tely and there was a warfare with saten and the gods and they hurld satan out of his place and all
them that would not keep the law of the councill but he himself being one
of the council would not keep his or their first Es
estate
tatel for he was one of the
sons of perdition and concequently
consequently all the sons of perdition became devils etc
how came spirits why they are and ware self existing as all eternity &
are as eternal as the very god is himself & that we choose to come
our spirits arc
ourselvs tabernakles
tabernacles by perdition
on this earth to take unto ourselves
permit ion of our father that
permition
we might be exalted equil
aquil with god himself & therefore jesus spake in this
wise 1I do as my father before me did well what did the father doo why
he went & took a body and went to redeem a world in the flesh & had power
to lay down his life and to take it up again this is the way we become heirs
seph smiths king follet discourse given 7 april 1844 might suggest a simple mistake in the year
but this apparent additional account of the king follett discourse also contains interesting material
not reported in the four other accounts we have and the following sermons do not match up with
other existing reports of sermons given in april 1844 see the three articles on the king follett
discourse in this issue of BYU studies it seems most likely that laub reconstructed the sermons in
1845 from notes of actual speeches heard but not accurately dated and from memory of those
speeches and other teachings he had heard this is confirmed in part by his explicit reference on his
page 69 to transferring the prophecies of joseph smith into this book from the various scraps of
1843 & 4 and his note at the end of the 6 april 1843 sermon memery by george laub evi
dence that joseph smith was speaking on these subjects earlier than 1844 is contained in the minute book of william patterson mcintire MS church archives which reports that on 8 january
1840 at josephs office in nauvoo when asked the question did the lord god make the earth
sumthing
thing
suething
out of nothing he answered that as for his own knowledge the earth was made out of sum
also earth has been organized
impossible
for it was imposible
sum thing to be made out of nothing
suething
impo sible for a sumthing
at a later meeting he said that the
out of portions of other globes that has ben disorganized
Exi stant principles before the foundation of this earth jo
existant
intelligence
inreligence
inteligence
gence of men are self existent
spirit of the inteli
joseph
ph smith salt lake city
jose
seph fielding smith refers on page 181 of his teachings of the prophet gose
deseret news press 1938 to remarks and answers to questions by joseph smith on 5 january 1841
at the organization of a school of instruction
the elements are eternal that which has a begin
self ex
rung will surely have an end
the first step in salvation of man is the laws of eternal and seif
ning
distent
istent principles spirits are eternal
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of gods and joint heirs of with jesus etc but those who die without the
diance of the gospel while having a privlege
obe
obedience
obediance
privilege here will have to subject to the
law they are under but those who have not had this privilege will have it in
the prison of spirits for so long as they have not the priviledg they cannot be
condemned therefore they must come under condemnation by this wise etc
for they will be as they ware in torment of fire & brimstone untill the fullness
of times for they know not what will be their doom and as there are many
mansions
mantions
mant ions or departments in my fathers kingdom suitable for every ones condition jesus said he would goe to prepare a place that where 1I am ye may
also come for we are to goe from glory to glory & as one is raised the next
may be raised to his place or sphere and so take their exaltation through a
abed of
regular channel and when we get to where jesus is he will be as far ahed
us in exaltation as when we started
docs one glorry
florry differ from anoththus as one star differs from another so does
er and our bodies are in like gashon as god or jesus likewise etc but says the
english translation god created all things out of nothing but there was never
gogick the words in the heyet anything made of nothing shame to such logick
boled
ed to gether they went to work and roled
brew is thus when the gods counseled
counsiled
counsil
this earth in existence this the theme of the beginning
beg
begining
ining the word hell signifies
prison of spirits this is the signification of hell there torment will be as
with fire and brimstone & all those that are not adopted into the kingdom by
baptism are in some degree punished according to their works for their con
sience
fience are drawing
grawing them because they know not what will become of them till
some one in the flesh proximates does proxy work for them and pays the utacording to what men
most farthing for them that they may live in the spirit according
do for them in the flesh or else why are we baptized for the dead if the dead
rise not at all for if we are planted together in the likeness of his death and
bummed
buerial then shall we rise again in the likeness of his resurection
resurrection
resu rection & bugged
burned in
baptism put under the watter in the liquid grave and thus do we become
Savi
saviours
ours on mount zion
memory
memery by george laub
joseph smith nauvoo april 13th 1843

24

concerning gods witness

14
mathew
24th chapter of revelations of
orriginal
ginal translation
ofjohn
john
lehn 6 & 7 verses & the orri
leha
reads thus and 1I will send you a nother witness & he shall preach this gospel to all nations to the ends of the world but woe to that man or woman
who shall lift up their or his hands against gods witness for they are rasing
their hands or arms against the power of god and they will be cursed but in
these times in the last days there will many fals prophet arise and false teachers
and deceive many they shall have many followers by their deceit they strive
pernicious ways lead off many for brother joseph
to have power and by their pernitious
smith was chosen for the last dispensation or seventh dispensation the time
anise this world joseph was chosen for
organish
organise
the grand council set in heaven to org
24the
the only other known account of a speech by joseph smith on 13 april 1843 is the one from
57 that speech given to the saints newly arrived
5554
willard richards diary published in HC 5354
535457
555457
from england is entirely different in subject matter from the one reported by laub this one makes
many unusual even unique comments on the resurrection and second coming especially the relation ship of the tower of babel to the city of enoch
tionship
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the last & greatest prophet to lay the foundation of gods work of the seventh dispensation therefore the jews asked john the baptism if he was elias
or jesus or that great prophet that was to come
orjesus
lusiner also organized
organised
organi sed his kingdom in oposition
opposition to overthrow
the devil lusifer
gods kingdom & he became the son of perdition
also concerning the kingdoms in my fathers house or kingdom are many
kingdoms or worlds I1 will goe to prepare a place for you and according to
your works you shall be rewarded these who will not obey the gospel will goe
to the world of spirits there to stay till they have paid the utmost farthing or
till some person pays their debts they owe now all those die in the faith
goe to the prison of spirits to preach to the ded in body but they are alive in
the spirit & those spirits preach to the spirits that they may live according to
god in the spirit and men do minister for them in the flesh and angels bare
the glad tidings to the spirits & they are made happy by these means theresed for their dead are the Savi
fore those who are baptised
baptized
bapti
ours on mount zion &
saviours
reweave their washings and their anointings
they must receave
anoint ings for their dead the same
vs till they are connected to the ones in the dispensation before
as for themselves
themselvs
themsel
deniage to connect the priesthood again
us and trace their leniage
and if any other man preach any other gospel then this and the baptism
for the re mision of sins and the laying on of hands for the reception of the
accursed the curs of god shall be upon
holy ghost let him be anathamised or acursed
him or them
rection flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of
resurrection
concerning Resu
resurection
god or the kingdom that god inherits or inhabits but the flesh without the
blood and the spirit of god flowing in the vains in sted of the blood for
blood is the part of the body that causes corruption therefore we must be
changed in the twinkle of an eye or have to lay down these tabernacles and
leave the blood vanish away therefore jesus christ left his blood to atone for
ascend into the presents of the father for
the sins of the world that he might assend
god dwels
diels in flaming flames and he is a consuming fire he will consume all
that is unclean and unholly
un holly and we could not abide his presents unless pure
unjolly
spirits in us for the blood is the corruptible part of the tabernacles
resu rection is devised to take away corruption and make man perresurrection
for the resurection
fect or in the glory which he was created for the body is lowered in corruption & raised in incorruption then we will be able to goe in the presents
of god br joseph smith was sent to remind the world of sin of rituousness
& of the judgments to come but this is that of what john says in his 14th
l4th
lath
chapter but he says of sin of rituousness and of a judgment to come to reprove the world this is rong translation for to remind is correct
concerning those who here the gospel now concerning those who know
the gospel & do not obey but fight against it will be shut up in prison condem
demnation
nation and shall not be visited till many days hence isaijah
isaisah 24 chapter
forfit of some payment for
then some person has to redeem them by making a forbit
them etc now the name of adam in the hebrew signifies red earth
Po sesion
cain signifies posesion
denots sorrow
able demots
eloheam demots
denots gods
now the history of josephus
josep huls in speaking of angels came down and took
themselves wives of the daughters of men see geneses 6 chapter 1122 verses
these ware resurrected bodies violated the celestial laws
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now in the

was a man the name of nimrod he being
after as of himself after the flood god commanded
the first one that sant
the people to spread over the earth but they would not & stayed & stayed
del
dalluge
luge but nimrod rose up and said
upon the high land for fear of a nother delluge
he could withstand god he said come let us build a tower hier than the
watter can rise and 1I will goe up and fight this god this is the account jolanguage and they ware oblidged to
sephus tells us but god confounded their languag
scatter abroad over the land
now Ba
babylon signifies confusion joseph signifies another to come
moab do ditto the daughter lay with the fathers or fathers with daughters
ammon demots
demots lafter
kin fokes isaac denots
latter for when the angel
denots one of the kinfokes
told abraham they should have a son sarah laughed jacob demots
weakness
ekness
we
denots weekness
isreal the earth again 5th
ath chapter of 2 corinthians ist verse a house not
made with corruptable
corr uptable hands for there is not any house or thing made without
corruptible
hands as a building
now 1I will tell the designs of building the tower of bable it was designed
to goe to the city of enoch for the veil was not yet so thick that it hid it
from their sight so they concluded to goe to the city of enoch for god gave
him place above this impure earth for he could breath a pure hair & him and
his city was taken for god provided a better place for him for they was pure
in heart for it is the pure in heart that causes zion to be & the time will
come again to meet that enoch and his city will come again to meet our city
& his people our people & the air will be pure & the lord will be in our
midst for ever
days of

noah there

byllon

patriarch25
Patriarch2515
hyrum smith the patriarch15

the

plurality of gods the 28th chapter of first samuel 13 vers the wopossessed
man was a woman of god posessed
pos essed of the spirit of god & as samuel was
sealed to his wife & family in the everlasting covenant
covanant
Co
vanant of the sealing power
therefore they all had to come with him because he was the head of the family
& the woman had power with god to goe to the world of spirits and bring
him forth therefore she cried with a loud voice and then said 1I saw gods as
send out of the earth as being many see exodus 22 ch 28 verse thou shalt
not revile the gods nor curse the rulers of the people see psalm 28 chapter 6
verse I1 have said ye are gods & all of you are children of the most high see
same chapter ist verse I1 god stand in the congregation of the mighty he
laub does not date this sermon of hyrum smiths though it might be presumed that it occurred on the same day 13 april 1843 as the one by joseph which laub records just before it
or the similar one laub records as given by hyrum on 27
tor
there is no reference to this speech cor
april 1843 in the history of the church and there is no other known account of a speech by hyrum on the plurality of gods although as van hale points out in this issue of BYU studies
there is some evidence that this unusual doctrine was being taught before april 1844 for instance
stading that both joseph and hyrum
the letter from sarah scott to her brother 1 march 1845 stating
staring
taught the plurality of gods day and night the last two years of their earthly careers see hales
footnote 46 but as hale shows this teaching was probably mainly to a select circle because as late
as 15 march 1844 hyrum smith in a letter published in the times and seasons was insisting that
preachers in the church must let the matter of the grand councils of heaven and the making of
gods worlds and devils entirely alone see hales footnote 64 if my earlier conjecture footnote
23 is correct that these sermons dated by laub as april 1843 were actually given in april 1844
foller discourse in april changed the policy
then it is quite possible that joseph smiths king follet
stated by hyrum in march and they both began then to preach these matters openly
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andred them Is
judges among the gods see john ch loth 34 & 35 verse jesus ansred
it not briten
writen in your law 1I say ye are gods 35 if ye call them gods unto
whome the word of god came & the scripture cannot be broken see revelachome
tions 1I chapter 6 vers and hass made us kings and priests unto & hiss father to him be glory & dominion for ever this showing us of more gods
then one but as we are only to worship the one we must know how to pay
reverence to him & where his abode is & what relation we sustain to him and
how to approach
aproach him & unless he reveals himself to us we know nothing conobedience of the commandments we are heirs of
cerning him therefore by obediance
god & joint heirs of jesus christ see 1 corinthians 8 ch 5 vers for though
beven or in the earth as there be lords
there be that are called wh
whether
lether in heven
whome
meny and gods meny but to us there is only one god the father of chome
are all things and we in him and our lord jesus christ by whom are all
things and we by him see joel 2 ch 32 vers & it shall come to pass that in
mount zion there shall be De liverence or redemption for your dead & in jerusalem and those that will not be redeemed or do not be redeemed the an
eions ancients shall come & redeem them in their glory then Savi
saviours
ours or
tions
in other words gods will come on mount zion etc
184526
by joseph smith april 20 184326
1843
184526

scripture say 1I and my father are one & again that the father son &
holy ghost are one 1 john 5 ch 7 vers but these three agree in the same
thing & did the saviour pray to the father I1 pray not for the world but those
w1home he gave me out of the world that we might be one or to say be of
whome
chome
one mind in the unity of the faith
Se
seperate
diffrent
frent or separate
dif
perate persons & so is god & jesus
but every one being a diffrient
separate
seperate
christ & the holy ghost Se
perate persons but they all agree in one or the
self same thing but the holy ghost is yet a spiritual body and waiting to
take to himself a body as the savior did or as god did or the gods before
them took bodies for the saviour says the work that my father did do 1I also
& those are the works he took himself as a body & then laid down his life
that he might take it up again & the scripture say those who will obey the
commandments shall be heirs of god & joint heirs with jesus christ we then
also took blodys
bodys to lay them down to take them up again & the sperit
sherit itself
bears witness with our spirits that we are the children of god & if children
then heirs and joint heirs with jesus christ if so be that we suffer with him in
the flesh that we may be also glorified together
to gether see romans 8 ch 16 & 17

the

vers
bro hurum smith april 27th

1843

concerning the plurality of gods 6 worlds
now 1I say unto you that there are lords meny & gods meny but to us
there is but one god the father & jesus christ the first begotten who is made
equil
aquil with god so that he himself is a god and now the work that the faleniage of gods &
ther done did he doo also & so there is a whole trane & deniage
this world was created by faith & works the same as if a man would build a
beliefs he could do the work of
house he knows where the materials are & believs
neither this sermon nor any reference to it appears in the history

of

nee
rhe
the
lee church
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fience of building & by faith he gained
that building for he understood the sience
compleated that building the same way
the work with his own hands and complected
was this world by faith & works & by understanding the principle it was made
by the hands of god or gods it was made of element or in other words of
chaos
caya tick form from all eternity and will be to all etercayus cha
chaoul
chaosl
osl it was in cayatick
nity & again they held counsil together that they might roll
roil this world into
form as all others are made showing you by the building of a house as a
ions or in my fathers
mantions
mansions
sample or as figure in my fathers house are many mant
world are meny worlds 1I will goe & prepar
prehar a place for you & then if there are
meny worlds then there must be meny gods for every star that we see is a
world and is inhabited the same as this world is peopled the sun & moon is
inhabited & the stars & jesus christ is the light of the sun etc the stars
are inhabited the same as this earth but eny of them are larger then this
telliscope
earth & meny that we cannot see without a telli
scope are larger then this
earth they are under the same order as this earth is undergoing & undergoing the same change there was & is a first man adam and also a saviour in
geredien
edien of times the same computing times and all things in order
Mer
the meredien
meny things are to be considered that will bring knowledg to our understanding but the foolish understand not these things for this world was
paterna after the former world or after mansions above
paternd
by heber C kimble27
Kimble27
become to be kings & priests unto god we must make our children
just as hapy as they can be & we must be rulers over them to give them their
inheritences
inheritances and all these seventies must & will become presidants
presid ants before ten
presidents
inhentences
years from this 31st day of december 1844 for this work will rool on yet for
two thousand years there was much spoken concerning the times in misenernys to
souri & the time will come that we must goe forth to put our enemys
flight by the power of the holy ghost but the time hass not yet come for us
clensed
clen sed for it is not yet time & preserve
to run through the city before it is clensey
endowments
receave our endew
our president & his wife for we must reweave
ments through them
but it must be done in order every one in & at his time as it comes through
the chanel co mencing at the head & be patient & wait till your time & turn
comes

if we

by president brigham young28

at

Sev entys hall now conthe dedication of the seventys
ting the organisation
organization of the kingdom of god is brought to pass the sav
berning
cerning
commencing the kingdom

27these
late decemthese remarks seem to have been given at the dedication of the seventies hall in lace
ber 1844 the official minutes briefly report two speeches by heber C kimball on 26 and 27 december both of which were apparently somewhat similar to this in subject matter but neither of
555 and 339 40
335
535
which is clearly the one laubs report is based on HC 77335
7555
7535
tee
the dedication of the seventies hall continued from thursday 26 december 1844 through
monday 30 december there were many lengthy and impressive speeches new hymns presented by
W W phelps and john taylor and two dedicatory prayers the first by brigham young john D
6 794 99 and then were exkeptt the minutes which first appeared in the times and seasons 6794
lee ke
panded for the
77330
330
550 45 but lee gave no indication of any speech by brig530
7550
he history of the church 7530
ham young though he does provide a summary of a similar speech on a similar subject by orson
pratt in the copy of this journal included in the first of his three volume set laub added a summary of a speech amasa lyman apparently gave on 29 december which is not similar to lees re

mor
zor
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deciples
ples as he seen the father do so does he & as joseph smith
lour told his deci
decilles
seen jesus doo so did joseph do & as I1 seen joseph do so do 1I also though
follow me & 1I will lead you into the kingdom & if 1I do not then my soul
for yours all I1 want you to do is to obey my council to what 1I tell you
sed with buting
organized
organised
puting a head to it then the various
the kingdom is first organi
members belonging to the body first joseph then the twelve then the high
priests then the seventys
Sev entys & elders then the leser priesthood & Teach
drs & de
teachers
cons & members this fills the whole body & if we take any of these offices
aisem chasm is in the body but christ is
away the body has a vacancy or a cisem
organised
the head of all for he is our head & elder brother for we was once organized
organi sed
before god & jesus was the first born or begotten of the father & we ware
bodys & dwell here in the flesh as our fasent here upon this earth to choose blodys
ther who is in heaven god sent our father adam first & eve he placed them
in the garden then he gave adam a commandment to people this earth to
forbidden
multyply
multiply & replenish the earth & told him not to eat of the tree of forbiden
fruit but the devil being one of the organized
heverly body third in
organised
organi sed of the hevenly
air he had a spirit like cain he saw that jesus was the
power prince of the eir
most accepted before the father for he loved rituousness & hated iniquity
jelousy to him & he began to accuse the brethren which soon
this gave a jealousy
herld him out adam & eave then being sent to this earth saten then went
forbidden
forth & told eve that she should know good & evil if she eat of the forbiden
or of the tree of knowledg & she did eat for he told her meny druith
truith and
some lies but yet this was the decree of the father for when he sent adam
on this earth he decreed it to that he might for get all about his former estate and this is the way that god first introduced sin into the world that man
might be exalted & bring about the great purpus of god for this was fore
ordained from before the foundation of the world that men might be exalted
& first to decend
decena below all things that he or they might raise above all things
as the father did before us & be able to create worlds & goe from world to a
nother therefore the heavens cannot contain him because he can goe where he
pleases & any that are noe hier then no higher than himself and this is what
he wants us to doo & the relationship we sustain to god is that we are sons
partook a body as
of god and heirs joint heirs with jesus for he came and pertook
we did left the father that he might exalt himself & redeem this world
melcena
among his brethren by establishing the priesthood after the order of melcesa
deck and was a saviour to the brethren and now we are to be Savi
saviours
ours of
men of our brethren to redeem our dead friends & the friends of those who
delvs untill we are all linked towill not save their own friends to exalt our selvs
tion will hand in their work after another till
gether again for one despensation
despensa
dispensation
the son jesus hath
bath them all or our elder brother and so we will return home
ourselves & glorify him who sent
to our father who sent us that we may exalt ourselvs
ourselves & rule them as jesus
us then we shall have power to create worlds ourselvs
did for jesus when on the earth called the twelve deciples
deci
ples his brethren & all
decilles
who do the will of the father in heaven & the scripture also teis us of the
far
prodigal son who left his fathers house & went a ear
farjurney
jurney also that there is
eather but one who is in heaven
father
non our lather
of one given by lyman on 26 december laub then added reports of a speech by kimball on
ofone
port cofone
harn young on satanic power neither of which is reported elsethe resurrection and one by Brig
brigham
63 70where ap
pp 65
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